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ITHACA COLLEGE TROMBONE TROUPE 
Harold Reynolds, advisor/director 
Erik Kibelsbeck, conductor 
C.:>rocessional (1980) Michael Simpson 
transcribed by Thomas Pitts 
Canzona XIII Giovanni Gabrieli 
arranged by Steven Frank 
How Lovely Is Thy Dwelling Place Johannes Brahms 
transcribed by Elwood Williams 
The Thunderer 
'.frumbumba 
.I 
Geological Survey 
PAUSE 
John Phillip Sousa 
arranged by Mark Benson 
C. W. Lotzenhiser 
Manny Albam 
Yorkshire Ballad (1985) James Barnes 
arranged by Jon Bahls and James Barnes 
Tower Music Vaclav Nelhybel 
Washington Post March John Phillips Sousa 
arranged by D. R. Werden 
Ford Hall 
Thursday, November 7, 2002 
8:15 p.m. 
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Erik Kibelsbeck, conductor 
*student teaching 
(o) officer 
Jeff Ball* 
Cass Barbour 
Beth Biersdorf* 
Patrick Bradley 
Leslie Brennan 
Robert Bruns 
Scott Cho 
Francis Cook (o) 
James Darling 
Matthew Haines 
Jake Halpert (honorary) 
Gabe Hoffman (honorary) 
Scott Hoffman* 
Natasha Keller 
Jason Macy (o) 
Nicola McLean 
Lauren Minis 
Peter Ostrower 
Sarah Paradis 
Emily Selman 
Andrea Shaut 
Tim Smith (o) 
Eric Swanger* ( o) 
Dan Whittemore 
Mark Walsh 
